Name ____________________

EVERYTHING IS A REMIX
Video Notes

Definition – Remix: To ___________________ existing material to produce something new.
Remixing originally applied to _________.
Part 1 – Topic: ___________________
1. Led Zeppelin didn’t attribute the songwriting to ______________.
2. Led Zeppelin didn’t ___________________________ to claim they were original.
3. Examples of legal remixing include ____________ and _____________.
Part 2 – Topic: ___________________
4. Of the 10 highest grossing (most money) films of the past 10 years ____ of ____ were remixes of earlier works.
5. The movie that are not remixes tend to be ________________, as they stick to standard templates.
6. Films are based on ________________, ________________, ________________, ________________, ________________.
7. Star Wars follows the pattern of the _____________ genre.
8. George Lucas collected materials, he _____________ them, and he _____________ them.
9. Creation requires _____________.
10. There is a blurry boundary between the __________ and the ___________.
11. _____________ is how we learn.
Part 3 – Topic: ___________________
12. After copying, we can then create something new through _______________; taking an idea and creating variations.
13. Thomas Edison tried ________ different materials looking for a viable filament for his light bulb.
14. The most dramatic results can happen when ideas are ____________.
15. Gutenberg’s printing press combined ___________ different parts that were invented earlier.
16. The elements of creativity are ________________, ________________, ________________.
17. The foundation of Apple’s innovative idea was to merge the _______________ with the _______________.
18. _________________________ is when the same innovation emerges from different places.
19. “…To teach that ____________________ are responsible for the greatest forward steps of mankind is the worst kind of
nonsense.” – Henry Ford
20. Genes copying, transforming, and combining is called evolution, ___________ copying transforming, and combining is called
_______________________.
Part 4 – Topic: ___________________
21. A person who copies an invention can sell his at a cheaper price because he doesn’t have to cover the __________________.
22. Copyrights cover ___________. Patents cover ___________. Both create a period of _____________; a period of time in
which no one can copy your work, after which it enters the _________________ and can be freely copied.
23. ________ % of copyright lawsuits are over software.
24. ____________ trolls and _____________ trolls are companies that gather intellectual property right, then sue and threaten
to sue in order to make money.
25. The common good is a meme (idea) that is at odds with ______________________ (indefinite exclusive rights to your ideas).

